We let D be a local (noetherian) one-dimensional unibranched domain, K its quotient field, m its maximal ideal, D' its integral closure, and m' the maximal ideal of D1. If E is a subset of K , we let Int(£, D) be the set of integer-valued polynomials on E , thus Int( 
The very classical case is that of The Ring of integer-valued polynomials, i.e., Int(Z), or even Int(D) where D is the ring of integers of a number field [22, 23] and, even more generally, where D is Dedekind [5] ; by localization, D turns into a discrete rank-one valuation domain and the prime ideals of Int(D) above the maximal ideal m of D are then known to be in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the completion D of D: to any element a of D corresponds the prime Wla = {f e lnt(D)\f (a) em} [12, 4, 13] , considering the m-adic topology, this result generalizes to the case where D is noetherian, local, one-dimensional, with finite residue field, and is analytically irreducible (that is where D is a domain) [11] . Dropping this last hypothesis, however, only two facts were known in the previous decade:
(1) The prime of Int(D) above m are of the type Wla = {/ e lnt(D)\f(a) e m} [13] .
(2) If D is not analytically irreducible, then some of those primes are equal;
namely, if (a -fi) is a zero divisor in D, then ffla = SJfy [14] . Letting D be noetherian, one-dimensional, and local, we say that D is unibranched if, moreover, D' is local (hence a discrete rank-one valuation domain); recall that D is analytically irreducible if and only if it is unibranched and D' is a finite D-module [3, 21] . Very recently it has been shown that if D is not unibranched (first in the case where D' is a finite D-module [9] and then without this hypothesis [19] ), there are only finitely many primes above m (namely, 2Jta = 9Jty if (a -B) lies in some nontrivial ideal of D); hence the unibranched (and nonanalytically irreducible) case was the only one to remain open. So, letting D be a unibranched domain (with finite residue field), we determine here entirely the spectrum of lnt(E, D) for any fractional subset E of D (i.e., such that dE c D for a nonzero element d of D), recovering the spectrum of Int(D) (i.e., E = D) as well as the classical results on a discrete rank-one valuation domain (i.e., D = D') as special cases.
In the first section we state some generalities on integer-valued polynomials on a subset, mostly on Krull dimension and localization. In §2, generalizing a result of Gilmer, Heinzer, and Lantz [19] , we show that if D is noetherian, onedimensional, local, with finite residue field, then, for any fractional subset E of D, Int(2s, D') is the integral closure of lnt(E, D) and that if, moreover, D is unibranched then Int(is, D') is a radical extension of Int(£', D) (i.e., every element of Int(£\ D') has a power in lnt(E, D)). In §3 we first determine the spectrum of Int(£, D) for a fractional subset E of a discrete rank-one valuation domain and then of a unibranched domain D (whose integral closure D' is a discrete rank-one valuation domain) as follows: Letting m' be the maximal ideal of D', we consider the m'-adic topology, hence the topology defined by the valuation of D', rather than the m-adic topology, treating D as a subset of D'; we can thus deduce the spectrum of Int(D) from that of lnt(D, D') and more generally establish that for any fractional subset E of D the primes of Int(£, D) above m are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the topological closure of E in the completion of K for the topology defined by the valuation of D'. Lastly we discuss the noetherian property of Int(£, D), generalizing and shedding some light on the results of [19] obtained in the particular case of Int(D).
Krull dimension and localization
We start with some elementary inclusions. If R is a domain, recall that its valuative dimension dimv R is the supremum of the Krull dimensions of the overrings of R in the quotient field of R ; Also recall that a Jaffard domain is a domain such that dimv R = dim R; and lastly recall that a noetherian domain is a Jaffard domain [1] . 
Integral closure
We start with a general condition for lnt(E, D) to be integrally closed. • If D is integrally closed, and if / G K(X) is integral over Int(.E, D),
, which is integrally closed), and, for every x e E, f(x) is integral over D; hence f(x) e D, thus / G
lnt(E ,D). D
In [19] it is proved that if D is a one-dimensional noetherian domain then the elements of Int(D') are integral over Int(D); this is done by assuming (without loss of generality) that D is local. Here we state a similar result for lnt(E, D), but first we present the following Proposition 2.6. Let D be a (one-dimensional noetherian local) unibranched domain with finite residue field, and let E be a fractional subset of D. Then lnt(E, D') is a radical extension of lnt(E, D): for any f e lnt(E, D') there is an integer n such that f" e lnt(E, D). Proof. As above, let / G Int(.E, D'), f(E) is contained in a D-algebra R, finitely generated as a D-module such that D c R C D'. Since in this case D is unibranched then R is local, say with maximal ideal n and some power n" of n is contained in the (nonzero) conductor [D : R], if q is the cardinal of R/n then, for every x in R, xq~x -e + y (where £ is 0 or 1 and yen); if p is the characteristic of R/n, it follows from a basic property of binomial coefficients that (xq~x)p = e + y , where s is 0 or 1 and y e n2; by induction, letting n -(q -l)pm~x , we have x" = e + y , where y e nm , hence xn e D, thus /" G Int(£, D). □
INTEGER-VALUED POLYNOMIALS OVER A UNIBRANCHED DOMAIN
If D is a local domain of maximal ideal m with finite residue field and E is a subset of its quotient field K, we let J' = {/ G lnt(E, D)\f(E) cm}; S is clearly an ideal of Int(.E, D). We first establish the following (generalizing [9] ): hence the residue field of ffl is of cardinal q. Therefore, it is isomorphic to D/m and Wl is maximal. □ Now if V is a discrete rank-one valuation domain with finite residue field we generalize to Int(.E, V) the classical results on the spectrum of Int(F) [13] . In a first step we suppose E to be a subset contained in V : Lemma 3.2. Let E be a subset of a rank-one discrete valuation domain V with maximal ideal n and with finite residue field. Then the primes of lnt(E, V) above n are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the topological closure E of E in V: to any element a of E corresponds the prime Wla = {felnt(E,V)\f(a)en}.
Proof. This is an easy repetition of the classical proof [13] . n is a principal ideal generated by an element n, hence J*" = {/ G Int(£, V)\f(E) c n} = Ti lnt(E, V). Now every integer-valued polynomial (on E) is a continuous function on the topological closure E of E with values in the completion V of V, thus Int(K)cInt(E, V) cW(E, V).
The ideal J* is the intersection Int(is, V) n W(E, ft), thus
Int(£, V)/S C &(E, V)/&(E, ft) = W(E, k)
(where W(E, k) is the ring of locally constant functions on E with values in V/h = k). Since E is compact (being a subspace of V), the primes of %?(E, k) are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of E: to any element x corresponds the set of functions null at x [3, II, §4, exercise 17]. Every prime of lnt(E, V) above n contains n, hence it contains >J and, therefore, it is maximal (Lemma 2.1); hence every prime of Int(£', V)/S lifts in %?(E, k) (therefore, every prime of lnt(E, V) lifts in W(E, V)). In conclusion the primes of lnt(E, V) containing n are of the type Ma = {fe lnt(E, V)\f(a) e h} , where a e E.
Lastly, if a ^ /?, there is / in Int(F) such that f(a) e ft but f(B) £ n (because Int(K) is dense in W(V, V) [11, 13] ), hence 9Jla ^ Tip, since
Int(K)cInt(£, V). D
The previous lemma generalizes to a fractional subset: Proposition 3.3. Let E be a fractional subset of a rank-one discrete valuation domain V with maximal ideal n and finite residue field. Then the primes of lnt(E, V) above n are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the topological closure E of E in the completion K of the quotient field K of V : to any element a of E corresponds the prime 9Jl" = {f e lnt(E, V)\f(a) e n}. 
Noetherian property
We generalize to lnt(E, D) the results on the noetherian property of Int(D) [19] ; as in this particular case, an obvious necessary condition for Int(£, D) to be noetherian is for D itself to be noetherian (since D is the homomorphic image of lnt(E, D) by the evaluation map at some element a of E). We set first the case of a finite subset E. and the same proof could apply (although it is less straightforward to show that K[X]/I is not finitely generated over Int(£', D)/I). We may also show directly that / is not a finitely generated ideal of lnt(E, D): Assume by way of contradiction that / is generated by the polynomials f , ... , f . Then any polynomial / G / is such that / = Y!i=\nifi> where ht e Int(£, D), for 1 < i < r. Writing / = cpg and f = cpgi for 1 < / < r and dividing by cp , we have g = Y^i=\ higi; therefore, g(ax) is in the D-module generated by g\(ax), ... , gr(a\). We reach a contradiction since g may be any polynomial
The results of the previous lemma allow us also to conclude that for an infinite fractional subset E of a unibranched domain D, some primes of Int(£', D) are not finitely generated. (ii) Assume by way of contradiction that Wla is generated by the polynomials fi, ... , f . Then f(a) e m', for 1 < i < r, and if fi is close enough to a in E, f(P) e m' for 1 < i < r. Hence the inclusion 93Ta c £T% , however, OTa is maximal and distinct from Tip (Theorem 3. 5) is also noetherian. We may suppose E is infinite according to Lemma 4.1, and we reach a contradiction according to Lemma 4.2 since Rn is clearly a (one-dimensional noetherian local) unibranched domain with finite residue field. 
